Fire Service Women of Illinois, NFP

A Decade of Achievement

Saturday, November 8, 2014
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. thru
Sunday, November 9, 2014
8:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
At IFSI Champaign, IL

Coordinated Fire Attack (Hands-On): Live fire training that reinforces the basics of engine and truck company ops and coordinating the two assignments. Engine topics covered are smooth vs. fog stream, basement fires, hose advancement and placement. Truck topics include search, vertical ventilation, forcible entry and ladders. Class will reinforce proper radio communications between companies.

Officer Development (Classroom/Hands-On): This class will focus on tactical decision-making at simulated incidents and prepare company officers and incident commanders on maintaining accountability and effective strategies for fire extinguishment. The officer will hone these skills in live fire training by leading their crew or running various sectors at the incident. The class is geared towards all levels of officers, from acting to command staff personnel.

Vehicle Extrication and Stabilization (Hands-On): A comprehensive review of the basics in cribbing, struts, and safety followed by hydraulic, hand and electric tools in combination with airbags. Class will culminate with multiple vehicle scenarios.

Cost: $100/student with lunch included
Registration Deadline: October 31
Registration thru IFSI
Payment thru FSWI

Honoring our 10 Year Anniversary Training Weekend, FSWI will be sponsoring a banquet on Saturday night at the Hawthorn Suites. Banquet will have guest speakers and silent auction. Dinner is of no charge to our members.

A block of rooms has been reserved at
Hawthorn Suites - $79.99/dbl room
101 Trade Center Dr.
Champaign, IL 61820
Phone: 217-398-3400
Mention FSWI when making reservations.

Spread the word to all firefighters and emergency responders! Through training and education, YOU can determine your future in the Fire Service!!!

Visit the FSWI web site: www.fswi.org

Our Mission Statement
Fire Service Women of Illinois is dedicated to the advancement of education, professionalism and providing networking opportunities for women in the Fire and Emergency Medical Services of Illinois.

The purpose of our foundation is to actively participate in shaping the future of the fire service through training.